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Abstract—To better understand the nature, function and
elicitation conditions of emotion it is important to approach
studying emotion from a multidisciplinary perspective involving
psychology, neuroscience and affective computing. Recently, the
TDRL Theory of Emotion has been proposed. It defines emotions
as variations of temporal difference assessments in reinforcement
learning. In this paper we present new evidence for this theory.
We show that regret - a negative emotion that signifies that an
alternative action should have been taken given new outcome
evidence - is modelled by a particular form of TD error
assessment. In our model regret is attributed to each action in
the state-action trace of an agent for which - after new reward
evidence - an alternative action becomes the best action in that
state (the new argmax) after adjusting the action value of the
chosen action in that state. Regret intensity is modeled as the
difference between this new best action and the adjusted old
best action, reflecting the additional amount of return that could
have been received should that alternative have been chose. We
show in simulation experiments how regret varies depending on
the amount of adjustment as well as the adjustment mechanism,
i.e. Q-trace, Sarsa-trace, and Monte Carlo (MC) re-evaluation
of action values. Our work shows plausible regret attribution to
actions, when this model of regret is coupled with MC action
value update. This is important evidence that regret can be
seen as a particular variation of TD error assessment involving
counterfactual thinking.
Index Terms—Emotion, TDRL Emotion Theory, Computational Modelling, Regret

I. I NTRODUCTION
Emotion is a multifaceted phenomenon involving a relation
between action, motivation, expression, information processing, feelings and social interaction [1]–[4]. Emotion is (the
result of) the process of assessing the personal relevance
of a situation (appraisal) thereby providing feedback on the
suitability of past, current and future behavior [5]–[7]. This
sets emotion apart from mood, which is a longer-term transient
affective state often not attributed to a particular situation
or cause, and from affective attitude, which is an existing
affective association with a particular stimulus or situation not
necessarily involving appraisal.
To better understand the nature, function and elicitation
conditions of emotion it is important to study emotion from
a multidisciplinary perspective involving psychology, neuroscience and affective computing. To highlight this interdisciplinary importance, consider the recent proposal, inspired by
computational modelling and agent interaction experiments,
that facial expressions communicate appraisal [8]. Consider
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also recent work in facial expression analysis and synthesis
proposing a more detailed view on cultural universality of
basic emotions [9]. Finally, consider the work in appraisal
theory emphasizing the role of computational modelling for
better understanding of the structure and processes involved
in emotion elicitation [10]–[13].
In line with this interdisciplinary approach to understand
emotion, and building on initial ideas by Brown and Wagner
[14] and Redish [15], and extending ideas of Baumeister
[5] and Rolls [16], and work on intrinsic motivation [17],
the TDRL (temporal difference reinforcement learning) Theory of Emotion [18], [19] proposes that all emotions are
manifestations of neural temporal difference assessment. The
theory argues that emotion shares its essential elements event triggered, feedback providing, action tendency related,
valenced experience, and grounded in primary reinforcers
- with the assessment of temporal difference errors [18].
Simulation results show that the TDRL theory of Emotion
can replicate plausible elicitation conditions and dynamics of
joy, distress [20], hope and fear [21].
Reinforcement Learning (RL) [22], [23] is a wellestablished computational technique enabling agents to learn
skills by trial and error. Although there is still considerable
work to be done on the sampling efficiency of in particular the
exploration process of RL [24], a recent survey [25] reviewed
a large variety of robot tasks that can be learned using RL,
including walking, navigation, table tennis, and industrial arm
control. The learning of a skill in RL is mainly determined by
a feedback signal, called the reward, r. In contrast to the definition of reward in the psychological conditioning literature
where a negative ”reward” is referred to as punishment, reward
in RL can be positive or negative. In RL cumulative reward is
also referred to as return. Through trial and error, a robot or
virtual agent adjusts its estimates of action values so that they
reflect the expected cumulative future reward. The adjustments
are referred to as temporal difference errors (below we provide
a slightly more formal definition). RL has been argued to be
a neurologically plausible mechanisms for task learning [26],
[27]
Explaining emotions as a result of TD error assessment
is important as it provides a simple basis for the elicitation
mechanisms for different emotions during learning [18], it
provides a way to bridge emotion elicitation in task learning
with cognitive appraisal theories [28], and it provides a com-

putational approach towards understanding the role of action
values and goal-directed processes in the causation of emotion
[29]. On top of that it has been proposed as a method to
enhance transparency of the learning process in interactive
learning agents and robots [19].
In this paper we present new evidence for the TDRL Theory
of Emotion. We show it can be used to model the elicitation
mechanisms for regret. We show that regret, classically defined
as ”a comparison between the outcome of a choice (reality)
and the better outcome of foregone rejected alternatives (what
might have been)” [30] is modelled by a particular form of
TD error assessment in reinforcement learning agents. We
propose that regret is attributed to each action in the stateaction trace for which - after new reward evidence - an
alternative action becomes the best action in that state (the new
argmax) after adjusting the action value of the chosen action
in that state. Regret intensity is modeled as the difference
between this new best action and the adjusted old best action,
reflecting the additional amount of return that could have been
received should that alternative have been chosen. We show
in simulation experiments how regret varies depending on the
amount of adjustment as well as adjustment mechanism (Qtrace, Sarsa-trace, MC evaluation of actions).
II. R ELATED W ORK
There is a lot of related work on computational modelling
of emotion. For work on computational modelling of appraisal
processes we refer to the recent review by Gratch and Marsella
[31]. For work on computational modelling of emotion in
reinforcement learning agents we refer to a recent review by
Moerland and others [32]. In this related work section we
focus on regret and computational modelling thereof.
Regret is an emotion that results from the realization that
a decision turned out worse than expected [30]. Regret is
generally considered to be a more complex emotion than joy
and sadness. According to a study by Guttentag and Ferrell
[33] children might feel regret at about the age of 7 since it
requires the ability to imagine and compare different outcomes
(counterfactuals). Regret has been shown to exist in apes as
well [34], indicating the link between regret and re-evaluation
of decision outcome. Regret needs the cognitive ability to
remember actions and action values, and attribute a change
in outcome to an action taken in the past. This requires
sophisticated neural machinery, involving processing in the
(medial) orbito-frontal cortex and the amygdala [35]. This is
evidence for the link between neural reward (re)processing
structures, emotion, and behavior modification, and reflective
thought. In fact, there is accumulating evidence that neural
centers (most notably the amygdala and the orbito- and prefrontal cortex) are involved in both RL-like reward processing
and emotion processing (see [18] for a short overview).
To better understand the elicitation conditions and processes
involved in regret, we propose to computationally model it
based on TD error processing. Computational modelling enables detailed variation of variables, that are otherwise difficult
to vary in vivo. For example, different value update mechanism

can be used to incorporate important TD errors, enabling the
investigation of what kind of value update mechanisms would
be minimally needed for the replication of a plausible human
regret signal.
Others have also computationally modelled regret. For example in [36] regret (the form we focus on, i.e., regretting an
action you did given a disappointing outcome of that action) is
proposed as an assessment of the difference between the utility
of the actual outcome and the anticipated outcome. So, from
a TD perspective that would mean that regret is a negative
TD error attributed to past actions. In our model we propose
instead that there is a threshold one needs to get over before
regret is elicited due to a negative TD error: regret only arises
when a new action becomes the best action after updating
action values due to the negative TD. In our model regret is
felt when a new action should have been taken given new
outcome evidence. This makes more sense from an emotion
perspective. ”Regret embodies the painful lesson that things
would have been better under a different choice” [30].
Regret in the field of RL is usually defined as some form
of the cumulative reward gained from the best policy minus
the cumulative reward gained form the chosen policy [37],
[38]. This is directly compatible with our proposed model,
except that we are interested in the actions to which regret is
attributed. Humans (and apparently also other apes, see above)
feel regret about an action. To model the emotion of regret it is
therefore important to investigate how correct attribution takes
place as well.
III. TDRL MODEL OF R EGRET
In this article we focus on modelling regret using valuefunction based RL methods. Further, as we want to study
minimal elicitation conditions for regret, we adopt a modelfree learning paradigm for the action value updates (please
note we do use a simulated model in one of the value update
mechanisms, but only for sampling purposes, i.e., we do not
learn and use environmental dynamics T (s, a, s0 ), with T
referring to the transition function specifying how a state s0
follows from an action a in a state s). In model-free RL
we iteratively approximate the value-function through temporal difference (TD) reinforcement learning (TDRL), thereby
avoiding having to learn the transition function. Well-known
algorithms are Q-learning [39], SARSA [40] and TD(λ) [22].
TDRL approaches share the following: at each value update,
the value is changed using the difference between the current
estimate of the value and a new estimate of the value. This
new estimate is calculated as the current reward and the return
of the next state. This difference signal is called the temporal
difference error. It reflects the amount of change needed to the
current estimate of the value of the state the agent is in. The
update equation for Q-learning is given by:
h
i
Q(s, a)new ← Q(s, a)old + α T D
(1)
T D = r + γ max
Q(s0 , a0 ) − Q(s, a)old
0
a

(2)

where α specifies a learning rate, γ the discount factor and
r the reward received when executing action a, and Q(s, a)
the action value of action a in state s. Here the TD error is
equal to the update taking the best action into account, while
in the case of SARSA, the update is based on the actual action
taken:
T D = r + γQ(s0 , a0 ) − Q(s, a)old

(3)

Note that although model-based RL methods typically do
not explicitly define the TD error, it still exist and can be
calculated [19].
From the definition of regret [30], one can conclude two
preconditions for regret. First, an agent must be able to
evaluate its chosen actions at corresponding states in history,
i.e., it should evaluate an action trace. Second, it must be able
to realize there is an alternative action that would have resulted
in a better outcome. In RL Q(s, a) represents the value of an
action a in state s. A better outcome at a certain situation
s after evaluation means that there is a better action b with
Qnew (s, b) > Qnew (s, a).
Therefore, regret at state s associated to action a can be
defined as:
Regret(at ) = max(Qnew (st , b)) − Qnew (st , at )
b

(4)

In the above equation, a is the action taken in state s. If
after evaluation of the TD error, there is an action b with
a higher Q value than the new Q(s, a), then regret is the
difference between these two. Otherwise, if the new Q(s, a)
is still the highest Q value for state s, then regret for this state
is 0. Note that subscript t refers to the position in the stateaction trace (the memory, or eligibility trace). So, in words,
regret attributed to an action defined in TDRL terms equals
the portion of the TD error that pushes the chosen action value
below the best alternative action.
IV. E XPERIMENT
We tested the model described in the previous section
in a maze task with 3 target reward changes and 3 value
update methods (3x3 conditions). An agent acts in this maze
(see Figure 1), available actions for the agent are A =
(up, down, lef t, right), collision with the wall will result in
the agent staying in the same state with a reward of -0.5. This
maze has two terminal states, a candy (top left corner) and a
target (top right corner). Initially, the candy has a reward of
+20 and the target has a reward of +30. To learn the task, we
allow the agent to converge using standard Q-learning.
Then, to test the effect on regret intensity of different target
reward changes, the target reward is set to 3 different new
values after the agent converges to a policy that favors the
target. The large change of reward is from +30 to -30, medium
change is from +30 to +10 and small change is from +30 to
+29.
Then, we allow the agent to follow its converged policy to
walk to the target. Here, we keep track of the state-action trace
in this one episode (start to target). This trace is not used in

the standard Q-learning mentioned above, but we need it to
evaluate regret for the actions chosen along the policy of the
agent, after the reward change mentioned above.
After the reward change and after the agent arrived at the
target state, the TD error is calculated and 3 different value
update methods are tried (Sarsa-trace, Q-learning-trace and
Monte Carlo (MC) reward averages). This is done to compare
the effect of different value update methods on the elicitation
of regret. This is important for studying regret attribution, as
we will see later. The algorithms used are shown in Algorithm
2,3 and 4.

Fig. 1. Maze grid world. The agent stats at S and terminal states are candy(C)
and target(T).

initiate Q, Episodes;
for e in range(Episodes-1) do
Q(s,a) ← Q-Learning;
end
Target reward ← new reward;
Trace =[];
for e in range(1) do
Q(s,a) ← Q-Learning;
Trace.append(s,a);
end
trace back = Trace[::-1];
new Q(s,:) ← Evaluate s for s in trace back;
regret =[];
for (s,a) in trace back do
regret[s] = max(new Q(s,:)) - new Q(s,a);
end
Algorithm 1: Regret elicitation and intensity calculation

for (s,a) in trace back do
s’, a’, r ← according to (s,a);
if s’ is terminal state then
δ ← r - Q(s,a);
else
δ ← r + γ * Q(s’,a’) - Q(s,a);
end
Q(s,a) ← Q(s,a) + α * δ
end
Algorithm 2: Sarsa-trace based Q value updates

for (s,a) in trace back do
s’, r ← according to (s,a);
if s’ is terminal state then
δ ← r - Q(s,a);
else
δ ← r + γ * max(Q(s’,:)) - Q(s,a);
end
Q(s,a) ← Q(s,a) + α * δ
end
Algorithm 3: Q-trace based Q value updates
for (s,a) in trace back do
for action in A do
for t in range(sampling times) do
reward ← sampling a episode for (s,action);
Total reward +=reward;
end
Q(s,action) ← (Total reward) / (sampling times);
end
end
Algorithm 4: MC average based Q value updates

For each of the 9 experimental conditions (3 reward changes
X 3 update mechanisms), the general steps are shown in
Algorithm 1. In the beginning, the Q table is initialized with 0
values and the max number of episodes equals 40. An episode
is defined as the agent moving from the start state to the candy
or target state, or, a maximum number of steps. In all of the
episodes except the last one, the agent learns the maze using
standard Q-Learning with learning rate α=0.9, γ=0.9 and greedy(=0.1). In these 39 episodes, the agent will finally
converge to the target. Then the change in target reward is
introduced, and the agent performs one more episode. During
this last episode we store the actions it chose at corresponding
states in T race. For all states in this trace, we calculate the
new Q values (using one of the three methods mentioned) after
which we calculate regret attributed to the actions in the trace,
using the definition in Section III. To examine regret, we plot
regret intensities for the trace in these 9 different settings.

cut off the propagation. The larger reward change did result,
not surprisingly, in more regret about the last action taken.
We also found that in Sarsa-trace updates, regret is distributed over the complete action trace, with more regret
attributed to actions close to the target (close to the reward
change) (Figure 2 and 5). This follows immediately from the
working of repeated sarsa updates executed in reverse order as
well. TD errors will propagate back according to the chosen
policy and will be scaled down according to the discount factor
γ. The larger reward change resulted in more regret.
Finally, we observed that MC value updates results in regret
attributed to the expected split point in the maze (Figure 4
and 7). This is because the MC roll-outs will sample new
returns, and will, given sufficient roll-outs, relearn the value
function for all alternative actions in the state-action trace.
The medium reward change results in regret at the maze’s
split point about going right at that point. The large reward
change results in regret attributed to the complete ending of
that learning episode, with the most regret still being attributed
to the split point. Some regret is attributed to the other actions
in the right arm of the maze, due to the fact that also in those
states the alternative action to go back to the left arm would
have been better.

Fig. 2. Regret with Sarsa trace and medium reward change.

A. Results
We found that a small change in reward does not elicit
any regret for all three value update methods (Figure 8). This
is exactly as expected as we defined regret, in accordance
with regret literature, to be a signal that occurs when a better
alternative exists. With a small reward modification, there is
no such alternative, and of course none of the update methods
will result in new Q-values that change the policy.
We further found that when using the Q-trace to update Qvalues, regret is attributed to the last action taken (Figure 3
and 6). This attribution is not dependent on the size of the
reward change. This can easily be explained by the fact that
a Q-trace does not really do much, if the alternative actions
in states do not get updated as well. These alternative actions
will function as new maxa0 Q(s0 , a0 ), so this will immediately

Fig. 3. Regret with Q trace and medium reward change.

Fig. 4. Regret with MC average sampling and medium reward change.

Fig. 7. Regret with MC average sampling and big reward change.

Fig. 5. Regret with Sarsa trace and big reward change.

Fig. 8. Regret with small reward change for all 3 evaluation methods.

Fig. 6. Regret with Q trace and big reward change.

V. D ISCUSSION
Our results clearly show that a simple computational model
of regret, coupled with MC value updates after a disappointing
outcome result in regret attributed to the most responsible
action, and for humans the most logical action. In this task
this is the maze’s split point. The other two versions of value
updates using the same trace - Sarsa-trace and Q-trace updates
- do result in regret intensity that is modified by the size of
the reward change, but the action to which regret is attributed
is not the plausible.
Regret based on Sarsa-trace updates results - for larger

reward changes - in regret attributed to all actions in the trace,
even to the beginning of the trace. This is not plausible, as
there is no reason to regret an action in hindsight if you know
you can still fully repair the situation later on. Regret should
be attributed to key actions that could still make a change, as
is the case with regret after Monte Carlo updates.
Regret based on Q-trace updates results in regret felt only
about the last action taken. This is not plausible either as this
is clearly not the action that bares the most responsibility in
the trace, which is the choice to go right rather than left at the
junction.
Our results align well with evidence that regret processing
is in need of higher level cognitive processing and value
processing of counterfactuals [30], [35], [41]. MC updates
along the trace represent such counterfactural thinking, as they
are random explorations of ”what if” actions along the trace.
This fits with behavioral data on regret showing that people
who imagine a situation in which they felt regret also imagine
changing actions to get to a better outcome [41]. This is
in contrast to felt disappointment, which is associated with
changes in the situation [41]. In TDRL terms this means that
regret is a manifestation of the assessment of the degree to
which a negative TD pushes the taken action’s value below an
imagined alternative action’s value.
Our results show that this model for regret, formalized as
the processing of a negative TD error resulting in alternative

actions becoming the better option, is a better model for regret
than just the observed loss (TD error) (such as proposed in
[36]). The latter would produce regret for chosen actions, even
in the case where the reward was less than expected but the
actions chosen were still the best policy. This is not plausible.
One does not regret an action that in hindsight still is the best
action. With our model this is indeed not the case.
Finally, our work shows that in addition to joy, distress,
hope and fear, regret can be defined as a variation of TD error
processing combined with simple counterfactual thinking, and,
that regret can be simulated in computo using RL also for
delayed action consequences. This, in our view, is additional
evidence that the TDRL Theory of Emotion [18] is able to
bridge the gap between cognitive views on emotion and emotion as emergent phenomenon from a learning and adapting
agent.
VI. C ONCLUSION
We proposed to model regret as a variation of TD error
assessment. In particular, regret is attributed to those actions
in an action trace for which - after new reward evidence - an
alternative action becomes the best action in that state (the new
argmax), after adjusting the action value of the chosen action
in that state. Regret intensity is modeled as the difference
between this new best action and the adjusted old best action,
reflecting the additional amount of return that could have been
received should that alternative have been chosen. We showed
in simulation experiments how regret varies depending on the
amount of adjustment as well as adjustment mechanism, i.e.
Q-trace, Sarsa-trace, and Monte Carlo (MC) re-evaluation of
action values. Our work shows plausible elicitation patterns of
regret, when this model of regret is coupled with MC action
value updates. This is important evidence that regret can be
seen as a particular variation of TD error assessment coupled
to counterfactural thinking and gives additional evidence for a
TDRL Theory of Emotion that can help to better understand
the relation between emotion, cognition and adaptive behavior.
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